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R E M A R K S ON GENERALIZED SOLUTIONS 
OF SOME ORDINARY NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS OF SECOND ORDER IN T H E 
C O L U M B E A U A L G E B R A 
JAN LIGĘZA 
Abstract. In this article some equations of second order are considered, 
whose nonlinearity satisfies a global Lipschitz condition. It is shown that the 
equations with additional conditions admit unique global solutions in the 
Colombeau algebra GCR1)-
1. Introduction 
We consider the following problems 
(1.0) *"(*) +p(t)h(t,x(t),x'(t)) + q(t)f2(t,x(t),x'(t)) = r(t), 
(1.1) x(a) = di, x'(a) = d2, 0 6 R 1 , d 1 , d 2 e K , 
(1.2) x(a)=ri, x(b)=r2, a,beM}, a < b, rur2 € K, 
where p, q and r are elements of the Colombeau algebra (/(R1); fi, f2 : M 3 -> 
IK1 are smooth functions (/1, f2 G C°°(M3)); d\, d2, rt, r2 are known elements 
of the Columbeau algebra M. of generalized real numbers; x (a), x' (a), x (6) are 
understood as the value of the generalized functions x and x' at the points 
a and 6 respectively (see [2]). Elements p,q,r,f\ and f2 are given. The 
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derivative, the sum, the equality and the superposition are meant in the 
Colombeau algebra sense (see [2]). 
We prove theorems on existence and uniqueness of solutions of the prob­
lems (1.0) - (1.1) and (1.0); (1.2). In the paper [2] some differential equations 
with coefficiEnts from the Colombeau algebra were examined. Certain prob­
lems for the quantum theory lead to such equations. Our results generalize 
some results given in [11] and [12]. 
2. Notation 
Let X>(RX) be the set of all C°° functions R 1 -> R 1 with compact support. 
For g = l , 2 , . . . we denote by Aq the set of all functions <f> G 2>(R*) such 
that relations 
oo oo 
(2.0) j <j>{t)dt = 1, j tk4>[t)dt = 0, 1 < k < q 
—oo —oo 
hold. 
Next, £[RX] is the set of all functions R : Ai x R 1 R 1 such that 
R((f>, t) G C°° for every fixed <f> G A\. 
If R G £ [R1], then DkR((f>, t) for any fixed cf> denotes a differential operator 
in t (i.e. DkR{<j>,t) = £,(R(<l>,t))). 
For given <f> G P ( R ł ) and e > 0 we define <f>£ by 
(2.1) <t>S) = \<t>(^). 
An element J R of ^[R 1] is moderate if for every compact set K of R 1 
and every differential operator Dk there is N G N such that the following 
condition holds: for every 4> G A N there are e > 0, T? > 0 such that 
(2.2) sup \DkR{<t>e,t)\ < ce~N if 0 < e < r). 
We denote by £M [R1] the set of all moderate elements of £[RX]. 
By T we denote the set of all increasing functions a from N into R^. such 
that a(q) tends to oo if q -> oo. 
We define an ideal Af[E}] in ^ [ R 1 ] as follows: R G ^ [ R 1 ] if for every 
compact set K of R 1 and every differential operator D K there are N € N 
and a € T such that the following condition holds: for every q > N and 
4> G Aq there are c > 0 and rj > 0 such that 
(2.3) s\yv\DkR{<t>e,t)\ <cea^~N if 0 < e < TJ. 
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The algebra (/(R 1) (the Colombeau algebra) is defined as quotient algebra 
of £M[R x] with respect to Af[M}] (see [2]). 
We denote by £o the set of all the functions from A\ into R 1 . Next, we 
denote by £M the set of all the so-called moderate elements of £Q defined by 
(2.4) £ M = {RE£O : there is N G N such that for every <f> € AN there are 
c > 0, 77 > 0 such that \R(<f>£)\ < ce~N if 0 < e < 77}. 
Further, we define an ideal T of £M by 
(2.5) T = {Re£0-- there are N G N and a G T such that for every q > N 
and 
(f>€Aq there are c > 0, -a > 0 such that \R{i>£)\ < cea^~N if 0 < e < r}}. 
We define an algebra R by setting 
If R 6 £M[W1] is a representative of G e ^ (R 1 ) , then for a fixed t the 
map Y : <p -»• #(0, t) G R 1 is defined on «4i and Y 6 £A* • The class of Y in 
R 1 depends only on G and t. This class is denoted by G{t) and is called the 
value of the generalized function G at the point t (see [2]). 
We say that a smooth function / : R 3 -> R 1 is polynomially bounded 
uniformly for t if for every compact interval K of R 1 there are constants 
c(K) > 0 and r € N such that 
for all u, v e R 1 and t E K. 
We denote by OM{K, R 2 ) the set of all the smooth functions / : R 3 - » R 1 
which have the property that / and its partial derivatives are polynomially 
bounded uniformly for t. 
If / 6 OM(K,M2) and if RUR2 € £ M [ ® - 1 ] , then f(t,RuR2) e £M[®1] 
(see [2] p.29). If / G OM(K,R2); GUG2 G ^ (R 1 ) , then an element of ^(R 1 ) 
denoted by f(t, Gi, G2) is defined as class of the functions / ( i , R2), where 
Ri,R2 G ^ [ R 1 ] are representatives of G\ and G2 respectively. 
We say that x G ^(R 1 ) is a solution of the equation (1.0) if x satisfies the 
equation (1.0) identical in {/(R1). 
Throughout the paper K denotes a compact set in R 1 . We denote by 
Rp(<f),t),RXo(4i), Rx(to)(<i>) representatives of elements p,XQ and x(t0), res­
pectively. 
(see [2]). 
(2.6) | / ( t , « , w ) | < c ( i O ( l + M + M ) p 
We put 
if xtC1 [a,b] 
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and 
The definition of generalized functions on an open interval (A, B) C R 1 is 
almost the same as definition in the whole R 1 (see [2]). In this paper we shall 
prove theorems on generalized solutions of nonlinear differential equations 
on R 1 . It is not difficult to observe that theorems proved are also true in the 
case when generalized functions p, q, r are considered on an interval (A, B) 
and fi : (A, B) x R 2 -» R 1 , where -oo <A<a<b<B< oo. 
3. The main results 
First, we shall introduce a hypothesis H: 
Hypothesis H 
(3.0) p ^ r G ^ R 1 ) , 
(3.1) the elements p, q G ^ (R 1 ) admit representatives Rp(</>, t) and Rq{(t>, t) 
with the following properties: for every K there is N G N such that 
for every <f> G A N there are constants c > 0 and rj > 0 such that 
t t 
sup I / \Rp((j>e,s)\ds\ < c, sup I / \Rq(<f>£,s)\ds\ < c t,t0eK J t,t0C.K J 
to to 
if 0 < e < 77, 
(3.2) h,f2eOM(K,R2), 
(3.3) / i , / 2 : R 3 -> R 1 are smooth functions such that for every K C R 1 
there are constants Mij(K) > 0 such that 
f£(t,tii ,u 2) < Mij{K) for t G K, uuu2 G R 1 andi , j = 1,2; 
(3.4) the element p G £/(Rx) admits a representative Rp{<f>, t) with the 
following property: there is N G N such that for every <f> G A N there 
are constants £Q > 0 and 7 > 0 such that 
& 
hipAe) =MU f iRpife^ldt < 7 - ^ - 7 J o — a 
a 
if 0 < e < e o ( M u = M n([a,6])), 
(3.5) the elements p, q G ^ (R 1 ) admit representatives Rp{(f), t) and Rq(<p, t) 
with the following property: there is N G N such that for every 
G A N there are constants £ 0 > 0 and 7 > 0 such that 
6 6 
h(p,q,<t>e) =(Mn+M12) J | JRp(0e,t)|rft + ( M 2 1 + M 2 2 ) j \Rq(<f>e,t)\dt 
a a 
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Now we shall give theorems on existence and uniqueness of the solution 
of the problems (1.0), (1.1) and (1.0), (1.2). 
THEOREM 3.1. We assume that the conditions (3.0)-(3.3) hold. Then 
the problem (1.0), (1.1) has exactly one solution x in (/(R 1). 
REMARK 3.1. Let S denotes the generalized function (the Dirac's gen­
eralized delta function) which admits as the representative the functions 
Rs(<f>,t) = <f>(—t), where <f> G A \ . Then S has the property (3.1) (see [11]). 
REMARK 3.2. It is not difficult to verify that the problem 
(3.6) x"(t) = 2S'(t)S(t)x'{t) 
(3.7) x(-l) = 0, x'(-l) = 1 
has not any solution in ( / ( R 1 ) (see [11]). 
REMARK 3.3. Let R\(<j>,t) = exp(<f>(-t)), where <$> G A\. Then R\(<f>,t) £ 
£M[M}] (see [2], p . l l ) . Nowe we define R2((j>,t) = sin(<£(-<)). We have 
i M ^ e f M p R 1 ] . 
THEOREM 3.2. We assume the conditions (3.0)-(3.4). Then the problem 
(3.8) x"(t)+p(t)f(t,x(t))=r(t) 
(3.9) x(a) = r i , x(b) = r 2 , a < b; a . & G R 1 ; rur2€R 
has exactly one solution x in ^ ( R 1 ) . 
THEOREM 3.3. We assume the conditions (3.0)-(3.3) and (3.5). Then 
the problem (1.0); (1.2) has exactly one solution x in ^ ( R 1 ) . 
REMARK 3.4. Let /i(«,u,u) = u, / 2 ( t , « ,v ) = 0 and let p G i / O C ( R X ) 
(i.e. for every K, p G Ll(K)). Moreover, let 
(3.10) J \p\(t)dt < 
a 
Then fi,f2 and p have the properties (3.0)-(3.4) (see [11]). 
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REMARK 3.5. Let 6 be the generalized function defined by 
(3.11) R-giht) = oo ^ ( " t } , <t> e AU 
—oo 
and let fi(t,u,v) = u, f2(t,u,v) = 0. 
Moreover, let a = —1, 6 = 1. Then 6 has the properties (3.1) and (3.4). 
REMARK 3.6. Let p,q e L}oc(M}) and let fi(t,u,v) = u, f2(t,u,v) = v. 
Moreover, let 
(3.12) J\p\(t)dt + j\q\{t)dt< 4 
6 - a + 4 
Then fi,f2,p and q have the properties (3.1)-(3.3) and (3.5) (see [12]). 
4. Proofs 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is similar to that of 
Theorem 4.2 in [11]. We start from the problem 
(4.1) 
x"(*) + J R p ( ^ , t ) / i ( < , a ; ( * ) , a f ' ( < ) ) + Ą , ( ^ * ) / a ( * . * ( * ) y ( < ) ) = ^ r O M ) , 
(4.2) x(a) = Rdl (<£), x'(a) = Rd2 {$). 
By (3.3) the problem (4.1), (4.2) has exactly one solution x(<f>,t) in M 1 , We 
are going to prove x (<f>,t) € £ M [R1]. Indeed, 
x(<j>e,t) = - j(t-s) (ilp(0 e,s)/i(s,a;(^ £,s),a;'(^ e,s)) 
(4.3) 
+ (Rq((f)e,s)f2{s,x{(f>e,s),x'{(f>£,s)) - Rr{(f>e,s)))ds 
+ Rdl(<t>e) + RdM)(i ~ a). 
Using (3.0), (3.1), (3.3) and the Gronwall inequality we condude that there 
is N 6 N such that: for all (f> € A N there are CQ, TJ > 0 such that 
(4.4) Wxifc,^ <coe~N if 0 < e < r/. 
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Hence, by (4.3) there is Nr G N such that 
(4.5) \\Drx(4>e,t)\\K < Cre-
tan (t> G ANr and 0 < e < T?R. Therefore x(<J>,t) G 5M[RX]-
Denoting by x the class of x(<f>,t) in {/(R1), we get that z is a solution of 
the problem (1.0), (1.1). Let y G (/(R1) be another solution of the problem 
(1.0), (1.1). Then 
(4.6) 
Ry„ (4>, t)+Rp(4>, t)h (t,Ry(c/>, t), Ry. (<£, i)) + Rq((f>, t)f2(t, Ry((f>, t)Ry> (0, t)) 
=Rr(<f>,t) + Rn{<f>,t), 
where (f> G Ai, 
(4.7) Rn(4>,t)eAf\Rl] 
(4.8) Ry(a)(<l>)-Rx(a)(<i>)eT, 
In view of (3.1), (3.3), (4.3), the Gronwall inequality and (4.6)-(4.9) we 
deduce that (for q > N[ and <f> G Aq) 
(4.10) \\x(4>£,t) - Ry{*e,t)\\K < c e a ( 9 ) - ^ ' if 0 < e < rj0. 
On the other hand, by (4.10), (4.3) and (4.6) we have 
(4.11) \\Dr{x{4>E,t) - Ry(<f>£,t))\\K < c ^ ^ - ^ for 0 < e < rjr. 
This yields 
(4.12) x(<l>, t) - Ry((/), t) G A/"[Rł] 
and Theorem 3.1 is proved. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2. We consider the problem 
(4.13) x"(t)+Rp{4>e,t)f1(t,x(t))=Rr(4>e,t) 
and 
(4.9) #y'(a)(0) --Rx'(o)(0) 6 T. 
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(4.14) x(a) = Rr{4>e), X{b) =Rr2{<t>e), 4> € -4l, t 6 IR1 
and the operation Ti given by 
(4.15) 
6 
Tl{y)(t) = - J G ( t , « ) ( f i p ( ^ e , a ) / l ( « , y ( a ) ) " Rr(<t>e,8))ds + RrAte) 
+ ^ V ) - ^ ( * . ) ( t _ f l ) i 
o — a 
where y € <7[0)b] and 
( t - 6 ) ( « - o ) 
<«*> G<^> - < ( . - V - . ) ' 
6 - a 
if a < s < t < 6 
if a < t < s < b 
Obviously, a function x((f>e, t) 6 C°°[a, b] is a classical solution of the problem 
(4.13)-(4.14) (for a fixed <f>£ € A\) in the interval [a, 6] if and only if x(<f>E,t) 
is a fixed point of the operation T\. Taking into account that 
(4.17) sup | G ( M ) | = ^ , 
we have 
(4.18) | | T i ( y ) - T i ( 2 ) | | M ] <h(p,<f>e) (j-^j \\y-4[a,bh 
where y, z € C[0,6]- Applying the fixed point theorem of Banach we conclude 
that the problem (4.13)-(4.14) has exactly one solution x(</>e,t) € for 
small e (see [4]). In view of (4.15) we deduce that for cf> e .4^ there are 
co, ćój Vo > 0 s u c n that 
(4.19) M&,*o) |<coe-* 
and 
(4.20) \x'(<f>e,t0)\ <coe~N 
if 0 < e < TTO and t0 6 (a, 6). 
Thus 
(4.21) x((f>,t0), x'((f>,t0)eeM. 
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Let x(<j>E,t) be a solution of the problem 
{4.22) X" + Rp(<l>e,t)fl(t,x{t)) = Rr{<j>e,t) 
(4.23) x(t0) =x((/>e,to), x'{t0)=x'(<l>e,t0) 
for t G R 1 and small e. Then 
(4.24) x{(j)e,t) =x(<f>£,t) for te[a,b]. 
and by Theorem 3.1 
x(<l>,t) € SMI®1)-
If we define x as the class of x (<f>,t) in (/(R1), then x is a solution of the 
problem (3.8)-(3.9). 
To prove uniqueness of solutions of the problem (3.8)-(3.9) we observe 
that if y G ^(R 1 ) is another solution of the problem (3.8)-(3.9), then 
(4.25) 2 V 0M) + i W , * ) / i (*,#!,(&*)) = MM) + Rniht), 
where <j> G A\, 
(4.26) Rn(<t>,t) G A/"[RX], 
(4-27) flj/(a) (<f>) ~ Rx(a) (0) G T 
and 
(4-28) Ry{h){<l>)-Rx{i){<j>)ET. 
Relations (4.13)-(4.15) and (4.25)-(4.28) yield for q > Nx and <t> G Aq 
( 4 ' 2 9 ) +/i(p,^)(^)N^,<)-fl»(^,<)ll[a >6] if 0 < e < r ? 1 . 
Therefore 
(4.30) ||x(<M) - Ry(4e,t)\\[aM < 
for small e and </> G Aq-
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Similarly 
(4.31) \\x'(<f>e,t) - JV(&,t)ll[«,6i < c1ea^-N' 
for 0 < e < r)2 and <f> € Aq, where q > N2. 
This yields 
(4.32) Rx(cf>, t) - Ry(<t>, t) e ^[R1] 
and 
(4.33) x'((f), t) - Ry {<f>, t) G N"[M}] 
for every t € (a, 6). 
Using Theorem 3.1 we infer that 
(4.34) x = y. 
This proves the theorem. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3. The proof of Theorem 3.3 is similar to the 
proof of Theorem 3.2. To this purpose we examine the problem 
(4.35) x" + Rp(cj>£,t)f1(t,x(t),x'(t))+Rq(<f>£,t)f2(t,x(t),x'(t)) = Rr(</>£,t), 
(4.36) x{a) = Rr^fe), x(b) = Rr2{<t>e), 4>€AU t€E} 
and the operation T2: 
b 
T2(y)(t)=- JG(t,s)(Rp(<p£,s)f1(s,y(s),y'(s)) 
( 4 " 3 7 ) +Rq{4>e,8)f2(8,y(*),V'(*))-Rr{4>e,s))d8 
+ RrA<Pe) + 7 " (i-a), 
o — a 
where y € Cx[a,b]. Then 
(4.38) \\T2{y)-T2{z)\\\aM < (&~° + 4) I2(p,q,cp£)\\y - z\\\aM, 
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where y ,z G C[ab]- Hence we deduce that the problem (4.35)-(4.36) has 
exactly one solution x(4>£,t) for t G R 1 , ^ G J4I and small e. We observe 
that x(<f>,t) G 5M[R x]- H y € (/(R 1) is another solution of the problem (1.0); 
(1.2), then 
\\x(<t>£,t)-Ry(<l>e,t)\\la>b] 
(4.39) < (&~^  + 4) ^ ( p , ? , ^ ) ^ ^ , * ) - Ą,(*«,t)| |f a ł łj 
+ c i e a ( ł ) - i V l if 0 < e < rj! (<£ G Aq for g > AĄ). 
Thus, by virtue of (4.39), we obtain 
(4.40) I W . , * ) - Ą , W e , * ) | | f . , B ] < ? i e ° W - W l ^ 0 < e < m . 
Consequently, 
(4.41) x^-Ryi^eMlR1}. 
which completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
5. Final remarks 
REMARK 5.1. If Gi,G2 G C ° ° ( R 1 ) , then the choice of the representatives 
Ri(<f>,t) = Gi(t) (t = 1,2) shows that definition of the superposition gives 
back the classical C°° function f(t, GLT G2) (if / G OM{K, R 2 ) ) . In case the 
functions Gi are only continous functions it has already been ascertained 
that the above coherence results does not hold even for multiplication. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let G\,G2 be continous functions defined by 
f 0, if t < 0, 
<Ł0> G><(> = { (, if o o , 
r t, if * < o, 
<6i> g ^ = { 0 ; if t ; 0 : 
Then their classical product in C7(RX) is 0. Their product in </(RŁ) is the 
class of 
CO oo 
(5.2) R(<j>, t)= j Gi(t + u)4>(u)du • J G2{t + u)<f>{u)du, 
—oo —oo 
7 - Annales... 
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where <f> € A \ . By [2] (p. 16) we have 
(5.3) R((p,t) £ MIR1]. 
REMARK 5.2. We denote the product in (/(R1) by 0 to avoid confusion 
with the classical product. Now, we consider the equations 
(5.4) x"(t) = G1(t)x'(t) + G'2(t), 
(5.5) x"{t) = Gi(<) 0 x'{t) + G'2(t), 
where Gi and G2 are defined by (5.0)-(5.1). Let 
t 
(5.6) G2{t) = jG2(s)ds. 
o 
Then x = G2 is a classical solution of the equation (5.4) (in the Caratheodory 
sense). On the other hand x = G2 is not a solution of the equation (5.5) in 
the Colombeau algebra (/(R1) ( because G\ © G2 is not zero in (/(R1)). 
REMARK 5.3. It is known that every distribution is moderate (see [2]). 
On the other hand, L. Schwartz proves in [17] that there does not exist 
an algebra A such that the algebra C(R X) of continuous functions on R 1 
is subalgebra of A, the function 1 is the unit element in A, elements of A 
are "(7°°" with respect to a derivation which coincides with usual one in 
C 1 (R 1 ) , and such that the usual formula for the derivation of a product 
holds. As consequence multiplication in ^ (R 1 ) does not coincide with usual 
multiplication of continuous functions. 
To repair the consistency problem for multiplication (and superposition) 
we give the definition introduced by J. SF. Colombeau in [2]. 
An element u of <?(RX) is said to admit a member w € P ^ R 1 ) as the 
associated distribution, if it has a representative Ru (</»,<) with the following 
property: for every ip G 2?(RX) there is N 6 N such that for every 4> € A N 
we have 
(5.7) 
oo 
J Rn(4>e,t)ll>{t)dt -> t l # ) 
—oo 
as e —> 0. 
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COROLLARY 5.1. We assume 
(5.8) p . g . r e L ^ R 1 ) , 
(5.9) / i , f2 have the properties (3.2)-(3.3), 
(5.10) dudiER1, 
(5.11) x G ^ (R 1 ) is the solution of the problem (l.O)-(l.l) , 
(5.12) x is the solution of the problem (l.O)-(l.l) in the Caratheodory 
sense. 
Then x admits an associated distribution which equals x. 
This follows from the fact that p * <l>e -> p, q* <j>e -»q and r * <j)e -4 r 
in Lf^R1) (see [1]) and the continuous dependence ofx on coefficients p, q 
and r. 
Using arguments similar to these in Corollary 5.1, we get 
COROLLARY 5.2. We assume 
(5.13) ft^reL^R1), 
(5.14) p,q satisfy (3.5), 
(5.15) fi, f2 have the properties (3.2)-(3.3), 
(5.16) x € (/(R1) is the solution of the problem (1.0); (1.2), 
(5.17) x is the solution of the problem (1.0); (1.2) in the Caratheodory 
sense. 
Then x admits an associated distribution which equals x. 
COROLLARY 5.3. We assume 
(5.18) p , r € L L ( K 1 ) , 
(5.19) p satisBes (3.4), 
(5.20) fi has the property (3.2)-(3.3), 
(5.21) x € ^(R 1 ) is the solution of the problem (3.8)-(3.9), 
(5.22) x is the solution of the problem (3.8)-(3.9) in the Caratheodory 
sense. 
Then x admits an associated distribution which equals x. 
If p G C^iR1), then p(t) - f p(t + u)(j,(u)du G ^ [ R 1 ] , where <j> G Ai 
—oo 
(see[2]). Hence, we get 
COROLLARY 5.4. We assume 
(5.23) p,q,r€C~>(Rl), 
(5.24) fuf2 have the properties (3.2)-(3.3), 
(5.25) o M a G R 1 . 
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Then the classical and the generalized solution (i.e. solution in the Colom-
beau algebra) of the problem (l.O)-(l.l) give rise to the same elements of 
0(RX). 
COROLLARY 5.5. We assume 
(5.26) p e C ^ R 1 ) , 
(5.27) fi has the properties (3.2)-(3.3), 
(5.28) p has the property (3.4), 
(5.29) rx .raGR 1 . 
Then the classical and the generalized solution of the problem (3.8)-(3.9) 
give rise to the same elements of (/(R1). 
COROLLARY 5.6. We assume 
(5.30) p,q,reC°°{M.1), 
(5.31) fi,f2 have the properties (3.2)-(3.3), 
(5.32) p, q have the property (3.5), 
(5.33) r x . r a G R 1 . 
Then the classical and the generalized solution of the problem (1.0); (1.2) 
give rise to the same elements of ^(R 1 ) . 
REMARK 5.4- Non continuous solutions of ordinary differential equations 
can be considered in an other way (for example [3], [5]-[ll], [13]-[16] and 
[18]. 
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